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• SHelical temperature perturbation
associated with tearing modes in tokamak

plasmas

llid Fitzpatrick
Institute ?or Pelion Studies, The Unieersitll ol Tezaa at Aastin, Aeatin_ Teffia_ 7871P.

An investigation is made into the electron temperature perturbations alimciat_ with

tearing modes in tokamak plasmas, with a view to determining the mode gructure using

Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) data. It is found that there is a critical nmgvetic Island

width below which the conventional picture where the temperature ia flattened inside the

separatrix is invalid. This etTect comes about becatme of t_e _ d _c field

lines in the vicinity of the rational m_face and the finite parallel thermal mmtuetivity cg

the plasma. For islands whose widths lie below the critical value them ta no bttening

of the electron temperature inside the separatrlx. Such klan_ hs_ _ _

signatures to conventional magnetic islands. In far't, the two kland types eeuki, in

be differentiated experimentally. It should Also be pomible to map Cut the outer I

magnetohydrodymmfical (MHD) ei_cticms using EC_ data, Idamk whe_ widths are

much less than the critical value are not degabilized by the perturbed bootstrap current,

unlike conventional magnetic islands. This effect is found to ha_ a nnnd_ ¢g very interesting

consequences and may, indeed, provide an explanation for some ptmJing experimental results

regarding error field induced magnetic reconnection. All klan& wheee widths are much

greater than the critical width possess a boundary layer on the wparatldx which enables

heat to be trsm_eted from one side of the island to the other via the X-_ region. The

structure of this boundary layer is described in some detail. Finally, the critical island width

is found to be fairly substantial in conventional tokamak plamn_, provided that the long

mean free path nature of parallel heat transport and the anmnalo_ nature of perpendicular

heat transport are taken into account in the calculation.
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I. Introduction

Low mode number helical perturbations of the magnetic field, temperature, and density

are often observed in tokamak plasmas, e_ally during the current ramp up and ramp

down phases. 1'_'3These perturbations are usu_. identified as a type of filamentation in-

stability of the plasma current known as a 'tearing mode. '4 A saturated testing mode is

expectedtoforma magneticislandstructurewhichl_aUyflattenstheplums temperature

anddensityprofiles,therebydegradingtheoverallenergyand particleconflnenmnt,s,sThe

uncontrolledgrowthoftearingislandswithdifferenthelicitiesispredictedtogiverimtorapid

stochastizationofthemagneticfield,withan associatedcatastrophicloss_ ccmllmmmnt.7Js

Formany decades,tearingmode theoryhasprovideda fairlygood_ explanation

for most large scale instabilities observed in tokamak plssmu. I Unfc_unatdy, no _mclusive

quan_itatiu¢ comparison between theo[_yand experiment has ever been pm'fmlzm_ um/nly

because of the great difficulty of act_stely measuring the interred (i.e. _ the plMma)

structureof tearingn_des.

Magneticpickup coilslocatedoutsidetheplssmsyieldlittledetailedfu_m'mstiansbcmt

theinternalstructureoftearinginstabilities,t°Generallyspeaking,theequilibriumcurrent

profileisnotknown tosufficientscc_acytopermittheprojectionofedge_ts

backintotheplasmawithanydegreeofcertainty.

The internalstructureo(tearingmodescan be investigatedmore directlyusingSoft

X-Ray(SXR)emissiondata_zUnfortunately,SXR observationsare_ restri_ to

theplasmacore(i.e.wellinsidetheq = 2 surface)and are,ofcourm,dm_ s_rsged.

Tomographicreconstructionoftheemissionprofileispossiblebut,in_, extremely

difficulttoachieve.12,1_

An ElectronCyclotronEmission(ECE)detectorgivesa direct/oad_edmeasurementof
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theelectrontemperatureata known and adjustablepositioninsidetheplasma.u,l:Clearly,

thisdiagnostichasfargreaterpotentialforprobingtheinternalstructureoftearinginstabil-

itiesthaneithers magneticpickup coilarrayoran SXR detector.The aim ofthispaperis

toestablishtherelationshipbetweentheinst..ericstructureofa saturatedtearingmode sad

the associated helical perturbation of the electron temperature profile. It is demonstrated

in Sec. III that this information can be used, in'kx_unction with experimental ECE data,

to determine the structure throughout the plmma- It is also drown that & temperature

flattened magnetic island possesses a un/que ECE signature. The heat flow Imttem around

suchan islandiscalculatedin Sec.IV.The effectoftheperturbedbootstr_ currenton

islandstability,takingintoaccountthefiniteparallelthermalconductivityd tlmplasma,is

investigatedinSec.V. SectionVI discussestheimplicst,ionsC/some oftlmremfltsobtained

inthispaperforohmicaUyheatedtokamsks.Finally,some importam_¢onduslmm aredrawn

inSec.VII.

II. BasicTearingMode Theory• .

A The plasma equilibrium • ,

The analysis is performed in cylindric_ geometry with tlm um_ r_ _

coordinates (r, 0, z). The equilibrium _tic field is written B E (0, _(r), Bj), where

B_ is the constant 'toroidal' field strength. The equilibrimn 'tomid_' carmm_ density takes

the form/L0 J,(r) - (rl_)e/r, where' denotm d/dr. It is _ to deihm the '_

factor' q(r) = rB,/RoB., where 2fRo is the assumed periodicity lmgth in the z-direction

(Ro is the simulated nmjor radius). The stranded lm_e mq_ct m_ tokmn_ orderinp,
.,

B,/B, ,_.I sad r/Ro 4: I,areadopted.14 ....



B The outer region

Consider& saturstedtearingi..,_abilitywithm periodsinthe poloidaldirectionand

n periods in the 'toroidal' direction. The perturbed magnetic field is written in the tmual

manner as6B = V A (¢_,)--V¢ A a.wheretheperturbedpoloidalflux_ takesthegeneral

form

¢(,.,O,z,t)= _(_)_¢. (x)

Here,

= ,no- n_ - _(t')de (2)
is the helical phase angle of the mode, and w(t) is its instantaneotm rotatkm frequmcy.

According to ideal magnetohydrodynamies (MHD) (i.e. linearised fvt_ balmm_ in an

incompressible, inviscid, massless, perfectly conducting fluid} the _ perturbation

obeys

I d (d_) m' /JoJ_;T_ _ -7r¢ s.(x_q-/q.)X0=0 (3)
in cylindricalgeometry,whereqo_ q(r,) = m/n defines the Imeitionof tim 'rational' flux

surface,ts In idealMHD theorya tearingmode is simplyan incompm_blv lidtcal displace-

ment _ of the equilibrium magneticflux surfaces.The radialdisplacmmmis written

#

_,= _(r)c_, (4)

where

¢(r) C5)e.(r)= B.(I-_q/q,)"

C The magnetic island

In the vicinity of the rational surface _.

¢(r) = _ (6)



for tearing instabilities, where _I/ > 0 is termed the 'reconnected flux.' Equation (6) is

equivalent to the well-known 'constant-_' aPProximsti°n.4 In principle, if • _ 0 both Eqs. (3)

and (5) become singular sar --, r,. Unphysical behavior is averted by the formation of a

magnetic island.

It is convenient to define the 'helic_ fl_,16

( )"£ ,x(r,_)= - 1- _, B,dr+_,(r)_¢.. (7)

It is easily demonstrated that (B + b'B)._TX = 0, so the contours of X map out the perturbed

magnetic flux surfaces. Close to the rational surface Eqs. (6) and (T) yield

X=8z_n = ¥ _._+_¢, C81

where z ---r - rs, and

.__._ (9)
w= 4VB-_, .

Here, s, = (r#/q),, is the local magnetic shear, which is umlmed to be podthm.

Figure 1 shows contours of the no_ flux surface label fl plotted in (=, _) Rmc¢

An island structure of maximum radial width W is clearly evidem. The _ O.polnt lies

at coordinates (fi = -1, _ = lr), the separatrix corresponds to the fl ffi 1 ¢oatour, and the

X-point is situated at coordinates (_ = 1, <:= 0). The perturbed flux urfacm m, d cotwae,

periodic in the heLical phase angle ¢, reputing every 2_rradiemm.

I][I. The Perturbed Temperature Profile

A Introduction

Heat flow in the plasma is governed by IT

q = _KIVIT _ Kj.Vj. T , (10)



where q is the heat flux, T the (single fluid) temperature, _lt sad _ the parallel and

perpendicularthermalconductivities,respectively,and

VliTm (b.VT) b,
4_

-

Va.T- VT- VIT, (If)

withb - B/jB[_-B/B,.NotethatV.b -_0 ina largeaspectratiotokamak.
,.i

Inregionsoftheplasmawheretherearenosignificantsourcesor8inlmofheat(i.e.ev-

erywhereapartfromtheplasmacoreandthescrape-offlayer),

V.q=0, 02)

soEq.(I0)yields

(assuming that _1 and _ are constants, for the sake of simplicity), wimm

VlST- b.V(b.VT), ..

V_T - V'T - V_T. - (14)

In the vicinity of the rational surface

b.V_- ns, x_.n,

'_I (15b)

in the thin island limit W _ r,, so for a resonant perturbation (i.e. 6T ~ l/z) the first term

in Eq. (13) dominates the second when,:,-er

(Ro,,',':_ (16)
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Thus, far from the rational surface (i.e. Izl _ zc) the parallel thermal conductivity forces

the temperature to be a function of the perturbed flux surfaces. Conversely, the temperature

is not necessarily a flux surface function close to the rational surface.

B The outer region "

In the outer region (i.e. Izl :3' zc, W) a tearing perturbation reduces to a helical dis-

placement of the magnetic flux surfaces, and the temperature remains a function, of these

surfaces. Let To(r) be the unperturbed equilibrium temperature profile. It follows thatthe

temperature perturbation associated with a tearing mode is given by

6r(r,¢)= -vT0._= 6T(r)co6¢, (17)

where

6:r(r)= -_0(r)_(r). (Is)

C The island region

Let

rCr, ¢) = ToCr,) + T(=, ¢) (19)

in the vicinity of the island. To lowest order the function T is mti_¢ about the

rational surface,

¢(-=, ¢)= -:r(=,¢), (20)

since it satisfies the antil_ametric boundary condition

W_ W C21)_(=,¢)~ _ =+- le T _¢

for W ,¢: l=l<_r, (seeF.m.(5),(9)_d (iS)).Here,T;= _o(r,)istheIo_ equilibrium

temperature gradient. The island temperature profile is assumed to be symmetric about the

O-point,

_(x,-() : :_(x,_), (221

?
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and periodic in the helical phase angle,

Close to the magnetic island the heat difftmionequation (13) is conveniently written

0 o1, o,,_ sin¢_+X_--_ T+_--E=0, (24)

where
,I

= (25)

Equation(13)canalsobewritten

InEqs.(25)and (26)thescaleislandwidthWc isdefined

77 , ... (27)

where _o= r,/Ro. Clearly, We is closely misted to the quantity z= _ in Eq. (16).

D The small island limit

Consider the small island limit, W _ We, for which the temperature k nat a function of

island flux surfaces according to Eqs. (16) and (27). Supp(methat ""
.;

_(x,¢) = _ _.(x) _.¢, (2s)
v-0

where _,is an integer. This automatically satisfies the symmetw mquimmmta (22) and (23).

It follows from the expmsion of Eq. (24) in the small parameter (W/Wc) s that

d_o
dX---W-_ 0,

(29)



tolowestorder,where

. (3o)
To

Applicationofthebounda_ condition(21)yields

?0__.__W'.T'X, (3x)4

and --

?,~w_ w
_ _--g-_, f(x), . (s2)

where
_f _2
d_ _ I= -y" (33)

The physicalconstraintson thesolutionofEq.(33)am ](0)= 0,and / -,0 M _I -,c_.

Figure2 showsf(y)evaluatednumericallyinthe_ y >_0. Tim _ _ &

maximum valuefro,-_1.44atI/-_2.Fory ¢:2,

f(v)_-x.2_, (34)

andfory :_2,
4

f(_)_--. (_)
..

InthesmallislandEmit,W _ We,theperturbedtempm_ttm hi'limm__t the

plasma(i.e.itiseverywheredominatedby theprinciple(u--I)Immmm_). Aco:_[i_to

Eq.(30)theovertoneharmonics(u> I)am smallerthantheprinciple_e by _tleast

a factor(W/W,)2.IntheouterreKion

w_ _o(r)"-" qlq"
fiT(r, (_)=-T(r, ¢) - To(r) _- _ r q/q. - X_(r) am_, , (36)

whereusehasbeenmade d Eqs.(5),(9),(17),and (18).Hem, _(r)las solutiond

thecylindricaltearingmode eqtmtion(3)(forthem/n mode),subjecttothem_-mslizing

condition_(ro)= I.Inthevicinityoftherationalsurfa_,

W_W z
6T(z,_)-_1.2_ _ _ cos( (37)



for Ixl'*:wo12,_d
WTI.W

~ co,¢ (3s)_T(x,()- 16 x

t'orIxl _ We/2. Note that Eq. (36) connects smoothly onto Eq. (38) for W'J2 ,_ Ix[ ,_ r,.
i

E The large island limit

In the large island limit, W _ We, the tel_perature is a function of the island flux

surfaoesaccordingtoEq. (26),so

T = T(n). (39)

On fluxsurfacessituatedinsidetheseparatrix(f/<I)F._.(20)and (39)implythat_ - O,

givingthewellknownresultthatthetemperatureisflattenedwithintheislandseparatrix.TM

On fluxsurfacesoutsidetheseparatrixEq.(26)canbeavers_edov_ theImllcal_ ang_

togive

_ =0, (4o)

whereusehasbeenmade oftheperiodicitycormtraint(23).Eq_ (40)mmltheboundm'y

condition(21)yield19

dT =1:W_ / ..... Ir WT_, (41)

for_ _>l, wherek = V/(I+ fl)/2,

is a standard elliptic integral,m and the d: signs denote z ,_O, respectively.

The perturbed temperature dose to the island is conveniently written

6T(z, () = _ 6T,,(z) cos v(, (43)
v--I

where v is an integer. It follows from Eels. (19) and (36) that

/ d_ (44)6T,(z) = 2 ¢(z,()cosu(_-_,
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where the integration is performed at constant z. Integration by parts gives

o]_ cos(v-1)(-cosCv + 1)( (45)_T_Cx)= • kE(1 / _) d_,

where use has been made of Eq. (41). Here,
.m

¢,= ¢o.-'(1- ax'/w') C46)

for Izl < W/2, ¢_= = for z >_W/2, and

k = Ja_, _ + 4W___..i. " (4T)

In the s_ymptotic limit Izl :_ 14I'/2,Eq. (45) yields

w_. w
6T_(z)_---- --,I6 z

,T,,.(,)° " ("
In the opposite limit, Izl 4;:.14//2, F.q. (45) reduces to

_,,,(z)_ w_ • . (_)

Note that Eqs. (43) and (48)matchsmoothly to the outer solutica (36) wire W/2 4;. Izl 4f.

r 8 •

Figure 3 shows 6T_(x) E 6T,,(z)/WT_, for v = 1 to 4. It can be _ that inside the

separatrix the overtone harmonics (v > 1)are slnmst ss large st the _ple harmonic

(v = 1). In this respect, the perturbed tcm_ure is 'mmlines:' in tim idsmi regkm. The

overtone harnmnics die away rapidly for _zl > W/2. Thtm, tlm _ d s locslized

overtone hsrnmni©content d the perturbed tempersture (using an ECE dtsgncatic) is an

tmambigtmusindication of the presence of a presmtr¢flattened magnetic idsnd. (Recs]] from

the previous section that an island which does not flatten the temperature profile leads to

virtually no overtone harmonics content of the perturbed temperature). The radial extent

of the region of significant overtone hsrmonics is a good messure d the island _width.
_
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F Discussion

Intheouterron (Izj W, thetemperature measured by an ECE diagnostic

focused on plMma located at coordinates (re, 0c, zc) can be written

T(t) _- To(re) + 6T(rc) c_'(rr_c - nzc/Re - _ - _o) (50)

in the presence of a uniformly rotating (ren) tearing mode. Here, _0 is an arbitrary (con-

stant) phase angle. Clearly, both To(re) and 6To(re) can be determined by ob_rving the

temperature variations over many rotation periods. The profiles To(r) and 6T(r) can be

evaluated using an array of ECE deteeton tuned to slightly differ_t ft_ittmci¢_ or, alt¢_.

natively, by sweeping the cyclotron resonance poeition by alowly ramping the totoidal field

strength _l (the toroidal current must also be ramped in ord_ to keep the edge-q cmugant).

According to Eq. (18) the displacement eigenfunction in the outer regicsais giwm by

6r(r)
= " (51)

The poloidal flux eigenfimction takes the form

(see Eq. (5)), where a is the plums minor radius, q. the edge safety factm', mid I. the

total equilibrium 'toroidal' plasma current: The displacement eigenflmcti_ can cleady be

constructed directly from ECE meamuements. However, the _ ot tim flux eigew

function requires a knowledgeof the safety factor profile. Fortunately, the accuracy to which

the q-profile must be determined is far less than that needed to mire the cylindrical tearing

mode (3) directly. The crucial point is .that the direct soluti_ of Eq. (3) _ &knowl-

edge of the current gradient profde, which depends on the second derim_ee of the q-profile

and is, consequently, extremely difficult to determine accurately frmnexpedment_ data,

If the island width is much less thsn the scale width We (see Eq. (27)) then there is no

flattening of the temperature profile sad Eq. (50) is valid in the inner regioa (Ix[ _ W,). Th:,

• 12



II i

perturbed temperature profile 6T(r) is antisymmetric about the rational surface, msc_ng

local extrema of amplitude
W

6T. - 0.09wI'U,I_ (53)

at rl = r, :i: Wd2 (see Sec. Ill.D). Thus, theJslsad width W is given by

r T-,(,..- "-)1
W=L 0.091_1"J " (54)

If the island width is much greater than the scale width W= then the reinsure profile

is flattened inside the separstrix sad

00

TCt) = To(r,) + To(r=) + _ 6T,,(r=) cos[v(rnS, - nz=/Ro - _ - _)] (55)

in the vicinity of the rationsl sm'face(see Sees. III.D and HI.E), where _o(r) _ _ (r - r,)

and6T.>=(r)/6T=(r)--. 0 forr. _, Ir-rol :_ W/2. Tht=,thepreunceofo_'tcmelummmd_

6T,>= localized close to the rational sutfaee is an ummlbi_ indi¢_o= d tim mdste_e

of a magnetic island which fl_ttens the temperature profile. The _ _

6T= (r) is antisymmetric about the rational surface (= sre the _ h_nzmic p_),
• .

reaching local extrema of amplitude
.,

6Tl= = 0.13 Wl_,l (r_)

at r_: __r, :i: W/2. Thus, the island width W is given by

w = _" (57)
0.t31_l"

The(tempor,a)Fourier===1_orECEdg=T(0 pmdumd_ =plem=_

non-un_ormly rotting tearing mode (e.& a large nzxle in the _m ot' a fldd _ror) can

produce spurious __ r harmonica. = Howe,mr, these si_ am easy be dll_inguished

fromtheovertonesassociated withtemperature flattening because they are mmkcm_ett In

fact,inthiscasethe nonlineardistortionssee_on ECE dataemanatingf_zn insidethe

plasmaoughttomatch thoseseenusingmagneticpickup coils.
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IV. Heat flow across a large island

A Introduction

The large island model outlined in the first paragraph of Sec. III.E has been widely dis-

cussed in the literature, s'ls Unfortunately, as'it stands, this model possem_ one extremely

unsatisfactory feature. Outside the separatrix there is a finite heat flux flowing acrom mag-

netic surfaces, driven by the cross surface temperature gradient, wlmm_ itmide the mmp_atrix
,t

there is zero heat flux because the temperature profile is flat_ The model o_em no explana-

tion for how heat is transported from one side of the island to the other. In tim followiQg, it

is demonstrated that the heat is actually transported along a boun_ _ 1_ om the

island separatrix, and flows across the rational surface in the vicinity of the X-_

B The boundary layer on the separatrix

Consider the limit W :_ We. Let

fl=!+4 y, ..

_,=_(¢/2) , (ss)

then Eq. (26) reduces to

0-_(_- _')_ +_ =0 (sg)
on the separatrix (i.e. y _, O(1)), well &way from the X-points (i.e. _ ::_ WclW). In

the region z > 0 the boundary conditions are

as y --, oo, and T --* 0 as y --. -oo (see Sec. III.E).

Suppose that

T(y,_)= _ (_+ I_1+_(_,_)), (6t)

14



where

T(-y, _,)= _(p, #),

t(u. -,) = t(u.,). (62)
N

with

_(.:U,_'):...o (63)

as 9 .....,oo, aaad

°v(0+,,'_)= -t. (64)0v
It followsthat T(V, P) sszi_ all of the physicalbcun&_ coudi_, pim the

requirement(22), and is continuotmup to and indudin8its mconddetiv_ivm.

The functionT(Zt,_,) ,stile. Eq. (59). This equsticnam be .ol_ed br _ d

variablestogivethegeneralexpremion

I1,1

which satisfies all of the idxn_ oomgrsinta provided

[b,P=O,)- _Q=-,O,)I= 1. (66)

Here,theP_sadtheQ_aremmda_Lelpm&ehmc_u (wbmi iaall _).U NOte¢J_

Eq.(66)canbemti_l _ _i_ ¢3_e¢ eachtba_
_O

]E_ O,-,0,)= -_, (_)
I=l

in which cue the well-kaownecthogonalityprope_y _ the P_hmct_ yk[_ _ - 0 fo¢all

l _>1. Now,_

f_' -IQ_-_O,)_O,)d_= _,(__ k- tl2)(t'+k) ' (r_a)

. 15



i P2h(#)d# - 26_o, (68b)

so Eq. (67) reduces to

= al = 6h0 (69)
4(l- k- 1/2)(l + k)/ffil

• .

for k-0, 1,2, ....

Consider the behavior in the vicinity of the..X-points, which are located at y - 0 and

# = ± I.Closetol_tl= I,u
4

where _/ is Euler's constant and ¢ is a standard digamma function._ It follows that u

where

_ , _ , , • ..

_=,_/2_(21-l)
..

•" a__(2/) (72)
B .A-'Z,_,-ii

Supposethat thesummationsin _. (69)and(72)are_ U l ffi 1_.

lion (69) thenbecomesAnl_ xl,w matrix_uation which cane_ily beia_ n_umeric_dly

to give the a_for I = I to 1..,. The _ can thenbe _mm_, _ the _ speciti_ in

Eqs. (72), to give the parameters A and B. Figure 4 shows A and B evaluated u functions

of lm_ in the range 1 to 50. It can be seen that to an excellent appmmmation,

A = 1.401 + 0.626 Inlm_,

B = 0.296+ 0.482Inlm_. (73)
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Clearly, both A and B diverge with increasing I,_, implying a singularity in T at the

X-point. In fact, unphysical behavior is averted becsuse Eq. (59) is invalid dose to the

X-points. Note that the series (65) always converges for y _ 0 because of the decaying

exponential terms. Figure 5 shows contours of T - -(y + [It[+ T) (see Eq. (61)) plotted

in (y, #) space, where T is evaluated from Eq. (65) with 1_ = 20 (this is sufficient to

ensure convergence everywhere except dose to tlie X-points). The flux st_ lying inside

the separatrix are at y < 0, the separatrix is at y -- 0, snd the outer flux _trfacu are at

y > 0. The contours of T are consistent with heat flow from _ X-_ to the ottter region

(sssuming _ < 0, see Eq. (61)). As expected, the temperature profile k fiat in the rqkm

y _ -1, sandis a flux surface constant with non-_ro crom surface gradient in the rcgkm

C The X-point region

Consider the region in the vicinity of the lower X-point (i.e. I¢1_ wJW). l_

V=_ z,

¢ = 2 ,_, (74)

then Eq. (26) reduces to

_10 _'_ ---0__-:=O. (75)4_ dz + + Oz

Equation (75) can be transformedinto the small I_1limit OfEq. (59) _ that (W/We) = :_

[_1_ 1, [_. It follows that (59) breal_ down in the vicinity of the X-_ when

W "

Note, in particular, that on the separatrix (y = 0) Eq. (59) is invalid for _/1- #_

(WolW)2.

17
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Supposethat_

-I_I + _/z+'*_=,

thenEq.(75)transformsto

where

The symmetry requirements (20) and (22) become

T(_,_)= -T(_,O (S01

for77> 0 (i.e.insidethesep&ettrix),emd

T(_, _) = T(-_, -0 " (81)

for r/< 0 (i.e.outside the separatrix). The boundaryconditions(60) &nd_ -* 0 emp ---,-oo
..

transform to

T(_'_)'*-i _ (S2)

as_r/---,-oo,_.ndT/_r/--*0 e={_/--,c_.
.:

Itiseasilydemonstratedthat

_(_)= -2,

£[F(O]= £[F(_)]= 0,

_[F_(Oi= _[P_(_)!= 2, (S3)

where

F(z)= sinh-'z_=ln(z+ v'i + :21. ,s4)

18



It follow that

T(_, r/) - T_(_, rt) + T2(_, I?)+ C[F(_) - F(r/)], (85)

where C is sa arbitrary constant. Here,

¢ w_ [2av+F_(O+T_(_,_)= -_

for rl < O, and

"wr. [_(o- _(_)] " (8_)T_(_,_)= -_

for _ > O, with T2(_, rl)/_ -" 0 as I_1 -" oo, and

T2C_,_= o)= o,

Jar,1"°+ "w_. e (_)
L-_-J_.o- i

The function T2({, _) muat also satisfy the symmetry _ (80) sml (81).

D Asymptotic matching

According to the previous section, the behsvi_" of _ _ the _ .(q -- 0) is O_i

by

T(y=O,()---_

close to the lower X-point. Thus, the asymptotic behsvior d the X-p¢/S _ in the

limit qi - P2 :_ (WeW)* beoom_

- "w_. qt- _,'+2_ w.T(y = O,p) = - 1"6
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The logarithmic singularities in Eq. (90) at _ - :1:1are resolved for v_I-- # _ _ (Wc/W) _ in

Eq. (89). The analysis of Sec. IV.B can be corrected to take this into account by shifting the

limits of integration in the variable _ from :El to ±I q:O(WJW) 4. It follows that each term

on the left hand side of Eq, (69) acquires a ,s/naU correction of order (WdW) 4 In(W/We).

These corrections are cumulative, and the net correction becomes of order the right-hand

side when ""

at which point the series is Inuned to effectively truncs_. It follows from Eqs. (71) and

(73) that to lowest order the asymptotic behavior of the boundary layer solutlm in the limit

[p[ --, I is given by

,
where it is ass_ that In(W/We) _ I.

In the lim/t W/Wc :_ I, the asymptotic solutions (90) and (92) match _ wovidsd

C

The fact that there isonly a smaJl(3%) residualdifferencein the eoemelm_dla(W/W,_) (in..

side the square bracket) between the two mlutiom suggeststhat the _ _ptlon

(91) is essentially correct. Thus, to loweet order the function _ reducm to

_(_,_)__0.gsw_, w_ .

intheX-po_tre#on(i.e.lul4:1and_ 4: l).

E Summary

The boundary layer region is sketched in Fig. 6. The layer is centred ca the separatrix

(fl = L), attaining a maximum width of order Wc in the vicinity _ the X-points, and a
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minimum width of order (W_)2/W half way between the X-points. "[11elayer expsads in

width ss Wc sp_ W, eventually allowing cress flux surface temperature gradients to

estsblish themselves inside the sepsratrix. The temperature grsd/ents probsbly first sppear

in the X-point regions, and only reach the O-points when W_ ~ W. Of course, for W_ _, W

there is no flsttening of the temperature profile (see Sec. HI.D).

The net heat flux flowing sround the boun_ layer is given by

= frJ..,,q. B^ V_ d_] " (95)Q'(¢) ,n.,. IVnl IOni"
In the thin island limit (W < I'.) this expression reduces to

, (b. V_;)' (We_' 8 /"
IVrZll_¢l

where use hss been made of Eqs. (I0), (58), sad (61), and the uppm'/low_ dlpm_nd

to z _ 0, respectively. Further saslysis yields

Q'(P) "_:1:2 _--'_r'_ (t- P')__'(//' #)dlrm (97)

with the eddof Eqs. (8) and (TO, where p = Cos_/2. It follcmmfrom _ (a), (65), (66),

and the properties of Legendre functions, that

_f'P(e..) dv= D+h_(l- ,s). (gs)

where D is an arbitrary eomtsnt. Thus,

Q,(0= _:_.J r.T:.,_.U2 • (99)

Heat is dmnneled to each X-point region via two sepsr_ bottn_ _, m the net

flux flowing across s given X.point (_ ffi0, sty) in the +t"directkm Is

2f r,_, (100)Qx-po4st _ --"- gJ. .m
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The net heat flux flowing across magnetic flux surfaces outside the separatrix is given by

q_ IVniIv¢7=- _ tv¢---_' (_0_)
According to the analysis of Sec. IIi.E, the cross surface heat flux attains a constant steady

state value
2=

. Q_ __--- _ ro_. (102)

A comparison of Eqs. (I00) and (102) re_ that on the rational surface (z = 0) the whole

of the cross surface heat flux flows through the X-polnt regions.

V. Bootstrap Driven Magnetic Islands

A introduction

One of the most important conclusions of neoehu_¢_d theory k that radi&lgrad_te in the

plasma pressure can drive a noninductive 'bootstrap' current _ to tim mqpaetlc

when the plasma is sufficiently coilisiordess,s ha fact, subeumtld _ __

to the equilibrium plasma current h&vebeen observ_ experlma_d]y. _,w The perturbed

bootstrap current can, in principle, profoundly affect the etabillty of _ modes.u_

effect is investigated in the following.

B Analysis

In the vicinity of a constant-_ magnetic island the perturbed Ohm'==law tadul the form=

where _bis the perturbed electrostatic potential, q=(r) the psrallel resistivity, 6_= the total

perturbed parallel current, sad _ the non inductiw part of the perturbed pmmlld current.

The total current is related to the standard tearing stability index &_via

= 2/&,=
I.d,.j,.___' -¥ 2,r
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It is helpful to define the flux surface average operator (...), where

/ f(a,n,o ,_
(/(q,n,o) (lO5)

for n > I, and

-_ _ [l*(a,a,¢)+I(-_, n,¢)1(/(_,n,¢))= _/n_¢ .......-2r (106)

forf/ < I. Here,a = sgn(z), ¢o = cos'If/,'snd j' is a general function. Itiseasily

demonstrated that

(b.V/)so (1oz)

[seeEqs.(8)and (15)(a)].Equations(104),(105),and(106)yield

_S,(i CLO.)
By definition,s 'nonlinear'msgneticislandhss8much _ mdid widththsns linear

layer.InconventionaltoksmsksthecharscterlsticIsyerwidthisSlvm bym'm

(&),,.•~ , Ooo)

where ru = (Ro/Bz)J_op(r;)/ns., v'R " #o_/q.(r,), and vt, = d,o(r.)//jj.(r.) are the

hydromagnetic, resistive, and viscous time scales st the rational mrfsm, rmDecth_y. Here,

. p(r) is the plasma mass density, sad/JJ.O') the (anomalous) IXSlxmdieul_ viscosity. It can

be demonstrated that the perturbed re]neat is &flux surface ccmtsnt in the vicinity of a

nonlinear island, TMso that

O, = O,(n). (110)

In fact, a viscous bounda_ layerof dmracteri_ic width _ dm'dolm on tim mparstrix ..

in order to resolve the current sad flow psttmms for fl _ 1 [cf See.. IV, where & similar

boundary layer resolves the temperature profiles on either side of the mpststrix]. _s4 Note

that the perturbed current is not necessarily &flux surface function for 14/'_ _. It follows
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from Eqs. (9), (103), (107), (108), and (110) that the temporal evolution of a non linear

island is governed by16'3°

I,_R_ _ = _'_.+ _ w e._. (1) dn, (111)

where, (62"_)+is that part of the perturbed non inductive current which is even across the

rational surface, and_ ""

I_ = V_ ff (c_¢)2 dn = 0.8227. . (112), (1)

The perturbed bootstrap cm_nt satisfies_

63__ -1.46 q' a6p.v_.s.-_- (ira)
0

closeto the rational surface,where6p.(z) is the perturbedelectrcmpremure.Suppose,f_

the sake of simplicity, that the density and electron temperature proilles see similar in the

island region (i.e. the ratios of the parallel to perpendicular transport _ la_ shout

the same for density and temperature -- a more realistic model is discumed in See. VII). It

followsthat

•6p.(z) _- 6T(z) (114)
a

for the single fluid model adopted in this paper, where 1_,is electron pnmum _ at the

rational surface. In the small island limit (W ,¢: W_) Eqs. (37), (113), snd (114) imply that

._.v_. _ (_0, (115)

whereasin the large island limit (W) Wc) Eqs. (8), (41), (113), and (114) yield

q" B_(1) (lie)467.
for n < 1, and

-_, B-"_,kE(l/k,') -t-1.46 _. K (1) (117)
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for i'i _ I, where k -- _/(1 + N)/2. Equations (111), (115), (116), _nd (117) give

1,fB-_ r. - 8-.

in the small islsad limit, sad ..

d IWI (119)" .. @e _

in the Isrge island limit, where

=_ " (iz))

is a mesmweof the equilibriumpressureip'sdient. Note that/_, is tTpicsllyd order the

poloidslbets. In the above,usehasbeenmadeof the results

__ (_() _m- 0, (m)- 1

and

(_¢) an (122)(I"-'T-_e(1/_,$=0.s_4.
..

C Discussion

According to Eqs. (118) sad (119) the nonlinear ishmd width evolution equstloa csn be

written

l_'e _ ~ A'r. + Aboa(W)

where

a,--(W) "" 4.63V_. _ ,',W 2 _ (124)- .. _ i+ (w/w,),'
_thW,,.,1.8W_(_ Eq.(27)).C_ly, for,_o_tk,_ _ _ peoe_(i.e.I/,<
0ande. > 0) theperturbedbootstrapcurrentbMs _..ta_/_3 eSeetoR_© l_mds.

The destabilizing term Ahoy(W) initially incresses with island width, _nl_ a maximum

value

__ ~ 4.63_ e'. ,'. (_25)- s. W,t.
_
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at W _ W_, and then starts to decrease. The non monotonic behavior of the destabilizing

term comes shout because the finite parallel thermal conductivity of the plasma effectively

sets an upper limit on the perturbed pressure gradient in the island region.

Suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that the varistions of/%_ with island width are rel-

atively unimportant. It is easily demonstrated that magnetic islands decay away to zero

width when _'r, < -_. For -_ _<._'r, _ 0 there is s critical idand width

w_ = w.(_- _/_- z) < w., _ (12_)

where ,_ -- Am/(-_'r,). Islands whose widths are less than the critical vslttv decay away,

whereas islands whose widths exceed the critical value are malntsin_ in the plums by the

perturbed bootstrap current and eventually attain the _,_mdy_ width

w. = w, (,_+ _/,_s_ I) >_w,f. (12"t)

The scale length W_ is the minimum steady-state islsmi width which can be _ in

the plasma by the perturbed bootstrap current. It is concluded that an _

magnetic island (i.e. _0 < 0) cannot be destabilized by the _ _ _

some other effect is required to force the island width above the cttti¢_ valtm. Th_ em_mlca

is different from that of Callen and Hegna,Is who maintain th_ _ md_m_ly

high-m islands can be effectively destabilized by the perturbed _ _.

In the presence of an m/n field error the evolution equation for a _ id_ad is written_

()
where W. is the v_cuumidand width emocie_.dwith the external _ Here, it

isassumedthat there is restively little plasmacurrent outsidetJ_e_ _. In the

absenceof bootstrapeffects,the steadyst_ width d the error fielddrl_m _ is given

by

w_= ;A,ro w,. (_9)



Suppose A ;_ 1, so that W_ _- W_/2A and W+ _ 2AWd. It is easily demonstrated from

Eq. (128) that as Wc is gradually increased from a small value there is a _rcahon of the

steady-state island width, firom(2/3) W_ to W+, when

w, > (w,),_t-- w_. (130)

• the growth o.fa _n_ _tic island.Clearly,in this situation a sm_l error fieldcan tn._er

The final island is much larger than the purely error field driven island, sad is maintained ""

in the plasma principally by the perturbed bootstrap _. ThYs e[_ nmy off& an

explanation for some puzzling experimental remits recently obt_lned on (t][mJoint _ml4zmn

Torus) JET. N It is found that the critical threshold smplitude f_r the phsm _ d a

driven island by an error field (and, hence, for substantial driven m._© memmectioa in tim ..

plasma) is consistent with established theory,37but that after _ the _ _ width

is much larger (by up to an order of _tude) titan expected. This _ is m_ obmrv_[

in low _, plasmas ss It is speculated that the relatively low IocM_ _ _ far

(the International TokamakExperimmtSl Resctc¢)ITER, z' _ .w_ tim mh_lv_

e_ _ (and, hence, strot_ bootstrap effects), will leui tO • _ tq_Nr limit ca
• . ~ -s. Iftldsllm/tis_ommz,

the tolerable level of error fields (typlcslly, 5m_/B: 2 x 10 )

the error fields will lock the plums and induce small error [kid drl_ idsmls, which will

thentr/ggersubstantialbootstrapdriven_ic islands.This_ Is_ tomvemly

degradetheplasnmpedormsnce,andmay ewazlesdtoa majorck_zl_mm-m_*_

VI. ImplicationsforOhmicaUy Heated Tokamaks

The parallel thermsl conductivity tskes the formIv

(_31)

ina shortmean freepathplasma,wheren.istheelectronnumberdmslty,t_theelectron

thermalvelocity,and A.theelectronmean freepath.Howev_,in. cm_v_ntionsltokamak
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plasma the mean free path _. typically ez_ the connection length around :he flux sur-

faces p._q.s The simple minded application of F.,q.(131) yields parallel hes_ fluxes whose

mslp_/tudes are much _ter than the free stresmir_ flux n.v.T,, where T, is the typical

electron temperature. Such large fluxes are clearly unphysical in thmnal plasmas. The par-
N

ailel conductivity in the physically relevant long mean free path limit (X, _ Roq) is crudely

estimated as

_, ~ ,,v. _, (132)

which is equ/vslent to setting the parallel heat flux apprc0dma_ly equal to the free stresm/ng

flux.

Perpendicular energy transport in toksmaks is highly snomalo_, probably due to the

action of short wavden_ electrostatic drift waves.4° It is_ t_ore, _ to use

the anomo_ perpendicular trsmport coef_dmt to study the physics ct long wavelength

(low mode number) magnetic islands. Amum/nE, for the sake d ,_tmplk/tT, that _. is
...

approximately constant across the plasma, it is ess/ly de_ thata/

n. a 2

where _'Eis the global (anomalous) eneru cmzfinemmt ti_.

Consider the simple scaling model for ohndcally heated toksmsk plsmms outlined in
• ..

Ref. 32. The aspect ratio is a = 0.35 Re, the toroidsl magzmtlc field st_ scales like

B:(T)= thepressureprefileis parabolic,thecentr tempenttmzis eetimat

by balancing the ohmic lmstlag power Nlainst mcmaJous Icmm csl_ u:/ng the neo-

Alcst_r energy confinement timescsle, 4smd deuterimn is the fueling imaspedm. The central-

q is 0.7, the edp-q is 4.5, and the line averalp_ electron number density il 9 x 10TMm-:. For

the 2/I mode, r, = 0.66 a and s, = 1.74. Table I shows the ratio of parslkl to perpendicular

thermal conductivities at the q = 2 surface, the critical island width Wd (for the 2/I mode),

and the parameter Anm (for the 2/I mode), estimated ss functimzs c/' major radius u_ing
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this ,csl/ns model.

It can be seen from Table I that the ratio of parallel to perpendicular conductivities

increues rapidly with incressing machine size, giving rise to a corresponding reduction in

the scale island width Wd. Recall (from Eq. (27) and Sec. V.C) that W_ is the minimumae
..

stesdy state island width which can be maintained in the plasma by the perturbed bootstrap

current. For island widths less than W_, bootstrap effects attenuate rapidly because the

j_nite parallel thermsl conductivity of the plums limits the perturbed prelmzm smdient

which can develop in the vicinity of the island. In psrticulsr, there is no _ o/' the

plums pressure inside the separatrix for W _ W_. In mml] to]mmab _V_ k typicslly

about I0% of the minor radius, suggesting that only Isrse ms_netic _ me cspsble d

flattening the temperature profile. Conversely, in _ tolmmsb W_ fslk to &few peremt

of the minor radius, su_esting that small to medium islands csn modi_ the Nmlm'ature

profile. The quantity _,,z, which is the peak _ bootstrap .... -_- _"- to the
..

Rutherford island equation (see Eq. (125)), increases slowly with _ _ mdim,

but is significant for both Isr_e and small devices. ,.

....
,.

VII. Conclusions

The electron temperature pcrturbatioM a_)ciated with _ modm _

for typical tokamak plasma _. It is found that there k • _ _ width W_

below which the conveatieml scensdo where the temperature is Ilsttm_ _ the

sepsratrix bresks down due to the _ion ot _c field _ (i.e. b-V _. 0) in the

vicinity of the rational surface and the Fmitenmsc( the plsmm psrs]_ _ ctmductivity.

The critical width is essily esti_ u the distance r_mz the mticml _ at which the

two terms in the heat diffusion equation (13) balance. Thus,

_! (b. V) 2 ~ _ (V_)*,
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giving (see Sos. (15))

2(1I,',)2~ 2 ,

and so

rj ee$Rn

where R0 is the plasma major radius, r, the minor radius of the ratiomd mzrface,e, =-r,/R0

the local inverse aspect ratio, s, the local magnetic shear, and n the to_&d mode number.

The critical width is non-negligible in conventional tokamak pl_ (see Table I). Islands

whose widths aremuchless than W_ give tin to no local flattening cLthe electron t4mperature

profile. Such islands have very differentECE signatures to conventional _c kkad_ In

principle, it should be possible to differentiate the two types d mqm_¢ island _ ECE

dataand,thereby,determineWd experimentally.Itshould_dm bepebbletomap outthe

outeridealMHD eigenfunctionsusingECE temperature

Nonzerotemperaturegradientsinsidelargemagneticialancbhave_ bog _mrved

on theRijnhuizen tokamak RTP._ Furthermore,a mi_ _ the _ _ de-

ducedfrommagneticdataand thatobtainedhx)melectrontmzperatl___ has

beenseenon theWendelsteinVII-Astellarator,u Inbothcram,_ _n_ZS me plmmi-

blyexplainedintermsoffieldlinestagnationand a large,butfinite,_ ofparalleland

perpendicularthermalconductivitieeintheplasma,

Islandswhosewidthsaremuch lessthanW_ arenotsi_lflca_tly_A.__-__-__ by the

perturbed bootstrap _, unlike conventional magnetic _ R mmm, thence, un-

likely that bootstrap effects alone could destabilizean intrinsically atal_ (Aw< O) msgnetic

island. Some other effect is required to force the island width above W_. In principle,..

the growth of bootstrap driven islands could be triggered by cottpli_ to otlm" modes (via

toroidicity and flux surface shaping) or interaction with _ pc_urbat_. Such cou-

pling or interaction is known to destabilize tearing modes, but becomm ineffective below a
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certain threshold mode amplitude due to the uaturslly occurring differentisl rotstion presmt

in tokamak plssmu. _'4' It is concluded that under norms] cir_ces (i.e. in the absence

of mode locking) intrinsically stable tesdr_ modes (i.e. virtually all tesd_ modes) In not

unduly affected by the perturbed bootstrap current. However, once mode lockins has oc-

curred (triggered, for instance, by the _h of an intrinsically unstable mode, an ln_

error field amplitude, or a reduction in the p_ viscosity due to a fall in plMma density)

the growth of bootstrap driven islands could be enabled (see Sec. V.C). This m_n_mn

offers a plausible explanation for some recent JET results in which mode Iodd_ induced by

a static error field (triggered by a drop in the plasma density) giv_ rise to the _ d

unexpectedly large static ma_etic klands. MThere are no islands present in the paksmapr_

to mode locking and, in most cases, island formation eventu_y |esd8 to a maj_ disruption. "

Similar undesirable behavior can probably only be avo/ded in the propcs_[ ITER device if

the level of field errors is kept well below the critical vslue required to _ mode

(i.e. ."2 x 10-s)."

Finally, it should be noted that the arguments used in this paper.to _mwilpte

transport could just as well be applied to _m_ t_. For er_ by snslCND'with

Eq. (13), a particle diffusion equation can be written

Thus, all of the results of Ser_II onwards also apply to the _ _ Msodated

with tearing modes, provided that _i/_z is replsced by DI/D_. in the anslyek. In ps_culsr,

there is a critical island width

below which the density profile is not flattened inside the separatrix. In conventional tokamak

plasmas ,_ D_ -- _z and n, DI _ _ _I, where m, is the ekctron msss and ,_ the
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fueling ion mmm.s'z7For the ohmic_y heated tokamak plasmas investigated in Table I (with

deuterium as the fueling ion species) DI/D± ~ 0.016 _i/_± wh/ch implies that W_ ~ 2.8 Wa.

It follows from Table I that flatten/ng of the density profileby rna_etic islands is only likely

to occur for relatively large islands in bi&tz_aunskz, and is unlikely to occur at sU in man
0

tokamaks. Note that only the LarKestms_etic islands, with W _ W_ or W_, expedence

the full destabilizing influence of the perturbed-bootstrap current. Medium sized is]ands,
Q, _s_

W_ :_ W _, W_, only experience that part of the bootstrap effect which is due to perturbed

temperature Krsdienu, and small islands, W _ W_, experience no effect w_.
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_(m) "iI,J. W,lla'_,w_
0.50 3.5 x 10a0.12 3.3
0.75 b9.8x 1060.095 3.8
1.00 2.0 x 10T0.079 4.2
1.50 5.5 x 1'070.062 4.8
2.00 1.2 x I0s 0.051 5.3
3.00 L3.0x 1(#(I.0405.6

• _'.® 6.3x Io60.0336.1
6.00 1.7x I0_0.0266.6

8.00 3.5 x 10J0.022 7.0

Table I The rstio of psrsllelto perpendicularthermalcmductivitks, the scsleislandwidth
W_, and the parameter Aa_, estimated ss functions of the major radius (for the 2/I mode)
using a simple scaling model for ohmically heated pIMmu

...

,°
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Figure Captions

1. Contours of the no_ flux_ label f/plotted in (z, () space, wherez is the

radial distance from the rational surface and ¢ is the helical angle.

2. The function f(y).

3. The potentials 6_ plotted _ functiom of the radlal distance _ tlm nqglmml m_mce

z, for v in the range 1 to 4.

4. The points shove the truncated series A and B evaluat_ u ftmetkmm of tlm

of terms I. The _zrv_ show the fits A = 1.401 + 0.626 hal md B = _ + 0.482 In I.

5. Equallyspaced contoursof the temperaturepmrdeT(U,p). T_ pn_b Immmmmmm. "

tonically with increuing y.
'.

6. Schem_ic di_ram of the bouadL_ t_loa whichmu_omiMm mmm • ha_ mq-

netic island. Here, z k the radial diganc_ from the _ _, id _ imthe.,

angle.
",
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